"Gold nanoparticles composite-folic acid conjugated graphene oxide nanohybrids" for targeted chemo-thermal cancer ablation: In vitro screening and in vivo studies.
Nano-graphene oxide (GO) nanometal composite (specifically nanogold and nanosilver) have shown to be a promising material for anticancer therapeutics. Owing to their high drug loading capacity, photothermal and synergizing effects, it is very important to exploit them for targeted chemo-thermal cancer therapeutics. In this work, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were selected as the composite metal, folic acid (FA) was taken as GO surface functionalization moiety for active tumor targeting of model anticancer drug Doxorubicin (Dox). AuNPs composite-folate conjugated graphene oxide (FA-GO@Au) nano-platforms were synthesized and characterized in detail. Near-infrared (NIR) sensitivity resulted in an aggravated release of both Dox and ionic gold from the nanohybrid surface. Simultaneous delivery of Dox and AuNPs in the cellular vicinity was further enhanced after localized NIR exposure which resulted in significantly improved cancer cell toxicity. Mechanistic evaluation revealed G0/G1 phase arrest due to increased DNA intercalation and provoked early apoptosis under NIR influence. Pharmacokinetics and organ distribution studies were carried out in healthy mice and rabbits to estimate the actual bio fate of these nanohybrids. In vivo studies showed substantial tumor regression in solid tumor model in Balb/c mice and NIR exposure induced photo-thermal effects further resulted in better tumor management. Study provides substantial evidences both at in vitro and in vivo level to support the fact that NIR induced local photo-thermal effects can solely be used as a tumor targeting tool. This NIR dependent nanohybrid approach presents a precise and flexible strategy for targeted chemotherapy and photo-thermal tumor ablation.